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Letter

From the chief's desk
On January 7, 1996, a 17-year
old Florida girl woke up in a hotel
room
with her undergarments
around her ankles, and a condom
lying next to her in
the bed. She had a memory loss
of approximately 10 hours. The last
thing she could remember was hav
ing dinner with friends.
On February 1, 1996, two
brothers and a friend were charged
with repeatedly raping a 15-year old
girl after secretly administering a
drug into her soft drink. The drug
is called Rohypnol (pronounced
row-hip-nol) and in the two years
since its documented introduction
into the United States, its usage is
growing at a staggering rate.
Colleges across the country
are beginning to take note of the
drug and its possible association
with date rape. Also, any reported
cases are only the tip of the iceberg
because many of the victims may
not realize that they have been a
rape victim, due to the amnesia
associated with use of the drug.
The effects of the d rug as so

forget pill / /

scary, they almost defy imagina
tion. The pill, which is commer
cially produced in Mexico and
Europe, is tasteless, odorless, dis
solves quickly in a can of soda and
takes effect in 10 minutes. The
effects can last up to 8 hours, and
produce a loss of memory in
the victim. The victim
does not pass out.
The drug produces
a relaxed feeling
and a loss of inhi
bitions.
Apart
from the memory
loss there are no
side effects the
next morning. The
drug is considered to
be 10 times more powerful
than Valium.
The impact of this drug in a
campus environment could be sig
nificant. There are a number of sit
uations that can make colleges and
universities susceptible to the intro
duction of this drug. One is the
freedom and openness of a campus
environment. Students, in spite of
their age, are treated as adults and

few restrictions are placed upon
them as long as their behavior does
not adversely affect the rest of the
community. The community is also
easily accessed by people, since the
diversity of the campus population
does not allow easy identification of
individuals who are not part of the
university community.
Another factor is the
age group of the
individuals on cam
pus, especially firstyear students. For
the most part, this
is the first time that
they are away from
their parents' super
vision. Freedom and
experimentation seem to go
hand in hand. They are also very
trusting. They believe what they
are told by peers, even more so than
by parents, teachers, and student
advisors.
Another situation that may
arise is peer pressure. When people
are acting as a group, or seem to be,
individuals with ideas contrary to
the actions are still likely to go

along with what thev «,•
expected of them by L '
Especially when their frJj*
telling them an action is a?
3
or that it can't be harmful
These situations and n*
make campuses vulnerable a
tributing dilemma is the conn
introduction of drugs im«
United States. It is a tremens'
business that is continually lj
for new customers.
'
The Rohypnol tablet
small white tablet that is sin2
cross-scored on one side and h
the word "Roche" and a 'civ
numeral 1 or 2 on the other side
The packages are plastic bubbi
that house each pill, with an
minum back where the tablet Q
be pressed from the housing ]j
aluminum has Rohypnol 2 (or
mg and Roche printed on it.
When at parties do m
leave your drink left unattended,
little awareness may keep you fro:
becoming a victim of the "Fore
81
Pill."
Please direct any questions i
Bob Calaway at extension 3034.

If you need money come work for the Pacifican! We are cur
rently looking for production people who know Quark. We
are also looking for photographers and editors. If you want
to see your friends on the cover of The Pacifican, please
send their picture to Scott Kaufmann, Photo Editor

We are not
the 'Tuiton
TimesI'Nor
do we
'seim' in the
parking
Membership Fee: $45/semester -or- $85/school year
New Weight Room Hours:
M-R: 7:00 am-10:00 pm
F: 7:00am-7:30pm
S: 9:00 am-5:Q0 pm

We all pleadge to take <
spelling class and
promise to use the spe
check from now on•

I Hie Pacifican

Elissa Lumley
. News Editor
946-2114
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lOP debate team takes Northern Cal championship
jSSA LUMLEY
0 Editor
they say more? The UOP
^sics team came home with a
ue Championship last weekend
er debating their way to the top.
The team of ten UOP students
unpeted in
the
Northern
ilitornia Forensics Association
ite Championship at Santa Rosa
nior College and placed in a vari, of challenging categories.
Scott Stroud won first place in
temporaneous speaking, where
had 30 minutes to prepare an inpth analysis of national and
temational events. Stroud also
jced second in Impromptu speakig, the senior level of competition
here students must come up with
S minute speech with 2 minutes
(preparation.
Kristen Taglia took first in
•ramunication Analysis where she
iok a rhetorical event and anazed its purpose and effects in 10
linutes of speech.

•

Need

Tai Bogan won first place in
Argumentative Analysis, a 10
minute in-depth analysis of a com
munication event with 12 hours of
preparation, while Jen Baker took
second. Kathy Johnson won third
place in Impromptu speaking.
In Parlimentary debate, a team
debate in the final round, UOP
placed first in an unusual circum
stance. Eliminating their oppo
nents in the semi-finals, the closeout was UOP against UOP. Tai
Bogan and Jen Baker challenged
Scott Stroud and Ann Marie Cook
for the victory.
The Northern California tour
nament hosted 27 colleges and uni
versities. Cal State Fresno, Chico
State, Cal Berkley, Humbolt, UC
Davis and Sacramento State are
among the schools Pacific faced to
earn the large open division cham
pionship.
The forensics team will again
demonstrate their mental athletics
in two weeks when they debate in
Hayward, California.

Marlin Bates and Cynthia Valdivia are the assistant coaches.

Good news seniors: Take a week off!

ATIE CORRIGAN
acifican guest writer

A long standing UOP tradition
as almost ousted, debating less
ne between finals and commenceent for graduating seniors this
ring.
The Academic Council conntd February 13th proposing a
ln to eliminate the full week
wen senior's finals and comncement exercises coming into

effect in Spring 1998. The plan will
not go into motion this Spring,
1997.
"Alexia Stjeme and myself man
aged to get a small group of students
together to express their views on
the preservation of early finals for
seniors," said ASUOP Speaker Todd
Strange. "After hearing the students'
arguments, the Academic Affairs
Committee decided to keep the early
senior finals week with proposed cal
endar changes for the next year."

find out what was on the exam; and
This was the second finals week
professors cannot determine grades
proposal since December. The pro
for the class if the they grade on a
posed calendar has classes ending on
curve.
a Tuesday, with Wednesday becom
When the first proposal was
ing a study day followed by finals
going to be presented to the
Thursday and Friday. There will be a
Academic Council in December,
break over the weekend and exams
Stjeme
created a petition for stu
will resume on Monday and end on
dents to sign showing their disap
Wednesday.
proval with the plan. Stjeme said
ASUOP president Alexia Stjeme
there were nearly
recognizes
the
600
signatures in
importance of the "This week is a time of clo
favor of keeping
proposed schedule
seniors
week.
change, but does sure for seniors. It is a
This
petition
was
n't like it.
time to say goodbye to
presented
at
the
"I understand friends and a lifestyle that
D e c e m b e r
why we need to
do it. Of course, I is only experienced for four A c a d e m i c
Council meeting
want everyone to years of a person's life and
Stjerne
have that week off perhaps the best four
believes that it
and I feel that it's
was a major fac
a great time to years."
tor in the coun
really bond with
- Todd Strange
cil's
decision to
your classmates,
keep
seniors
to really kind of
week. Despite the success of the
close out your experience at UOP,"
petition, student involvement at the
Stjeme said.
December meeting was not what
Professor Ron Hoverstad, who
Stjeme
had hoped.
sits on the Academic Affairs
"I called about IS people, plus I
Committee, said the primary reasons
talked to senators. I called juniors
for the submitted change include the
and
no one came to the meeting. I
faculty's difficulty creating separate
announced
it to my sorority. I
but equal tests for both seniors and
other students; the unfair advantage
See Seniors page 4
to the remaining students who can
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Number low, competition high in men's frat rush
Fraternities
celebrate
their new
members
of brother
hood.
Left: New
members
are all
smiles on
Bid Day.
Right: IAE
demon
strates
house
pride.
New members are all smiles on bid day
JENNIFER SOLL
Pacifican guest writer
The numbers were low and the
competition was high, but men's
rush still went off.
For several weeks the fraternities
had been wooing perspective broth
ers. Then it came down to a week full
of partying at social events for these
mshees and the fraternity members.
The process of rush begins with
every fraternity hosting an "open
house" for mshees to socialize on an
informal basis. Following, mshees

Photo by Gillian McKenzie

are invited back to various houses for
a dress dinner. Last, each fraternity
throws a preference BBQ where
young men have one more chance to
consider joining a house before sign
ing a bid to the house of their choice.
On Tuesday Feb 11, the official
results were posted. Archania came
out on top by getting 21 members.
Phi Delta Theta has 15 new mem
bers, Pi Kappa Alpha received 9,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon received 10,
Alpha Kappa Lambda received 5,
while Omega Phi Alpha ended up
with 4. These numbers are not yet

House picture IAE demonstrates house pride.
official.
"Since the four years that I have
been in Archania this is the best
pledge class I have ever seen, : said
David Rosenberg. "I am impressed
by both the number of guys and the
quality."
This year bid day was done dif
ferently than in previous years.
Instead of all the fraternities joining
together in one location to announce
the new members, each house did
their own celebrating.
"Even though we did not
announce our new members to the

49ers President: UOP's stadium still tempting
KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican staff writer
The San Francisco 49ers are still
considering a plan to move their
training camp to UOP, starting in
Fall 1998, according to the team's
president.
49ers chief, Carmen Policy,
spoke to more than 500 students,
faculty, and people from the
Stockton community at Faye Spanos
Concert Hall Monday night.
"Ours is a people business," he
stressed throughout the speech.
He spoke about having to inter
act with all kinds of people: fans,
players, and other business people.
He also emphasized the importance
of fans.
The fan is "the person who
brings the electricity to this game,"
he said. "...They are more than a
consumer."
Policy said the question of
whether the 49ers will have their
training camp in Stockton is still up
in the air.
"We're taking a very hard look
at the prospects of setting up train
ing here," he said at a reception

prior to the speech.
ASUOP President and Business
"I don't think we could do it in
major. "He was very knowledgeable
time for this [fall 1997] training
and fun to listen to,"
camp," but the decision should be
"I thought he was a great speak
made by late summer or early spring
er," said Senior Dan Tretheway. "I
for future years, he said.
felt it was good that he emphasized
During the speech he also spoke
the importance of fans."
about the pressures that are put on
Policy was at UOP because he
the football players. He said the
was the guest speaker at the Pacific
players are forced to be role models,
Business Forum that is organized by
but many of them don't want to be.
the Eberhardt School of Business.
They just want to play football.
More than 500 people attended
"It
comes
including
Faye
with the territo
and Alex Spanos.
"We're
taking
a
very
hard
ry," he said.
The purpose
"...The greater look at the prospects of
of
the Pacific
the player...the setting up training here."
Business Forum is
heavier
his
} Carmen Policy "to expose • our
responsibility."
students to people
Policy called
of the stature of
how he got into the NFL "the good
Mr. Policy," said Mark Plovnick,
luck story."
Dean of the Eberhardt School of
"I was lucky," he said. "My best
Business. Secondly, it is "to give the
friend [Ed DeBartolo] bought a foot
community a reason to come on
ball team [the 49ers], There is no
campus," he said.
other explanation." •
,.. /
At a reception before the speech,
Many students who attended
Policy said his job as president is
liked the speech.
"challenging, frustrating, and fun.
"1 thought he was one of the
Put a lot of emphasis' on the fun." '
better speakers we've had in the last
He said, "It's one 'kick.' after
couple of years," said Alexia Stjerrre,
another.''

Gillian

campus, we celebrated just a<
have every other year," said Phi I
Theta president Mike Costa,
excitement level didn't change
though the school changed
process."
For all of the young new n
bers, it was a week when the
made an important decision in i
lives. While most of these yc
men might not be aware of wh
coming ahead for them, they
have definitely gained a whole
experience in life.

Seniors

continued from page 3

announced it to a couple of frate
ties and no one showed up," Stje
said. "I think there's only so mi
you can do and I just don't kr
how effective another petit
would be."
Despite having the advantag'
a two-day study break bet''
exams, many students don't like
idea of getting rid of this free w
before graduation.
"I think that from a seni
opinion, it is beneficial for senior
have that week off," senior B
Johns said. "I think it's good t
there is something different
seniors than everybody else in
school."
• • Some juniors don't like the i'
for other reasons,
"I feel that seniors should wj
what their grades are before t
walk across. They shouldn't be"
ried about whether they're gram
ing or not," junior Ashley Viso sa
"I don't think it's a good
junior Erik Ferroggiaro said,
cutting into our time."
Students were also concew
about not having enough time"
their family members in the t"0^
break before commencement-

M
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EDITORAL

linton takes puff out of Prop. 215

What do Arizona and California have in com
mon? Both are sunny? No. Both contain an exor'itant number of illegal immigrants? No. Both
'ates are involved with litigation to make med' marijuana a viable, and legal option for physians and patients? Yes.
This past November voters took a stand, and a
majority of the public approved proposition 215,
hich empowers physicians to prescribe "medical
Tijuana" to their patients.
Our President, no not Hillary, made a state
ment soon after, to the effect, that he doesn't care
hat the public wants, marijuana is a drug and it
still illegal, and Federal law will be used to pros"te those doctors that dare tell a patient to go
a lid instead of prozac.
The debate is old, as is the medicine. Society
ould appreciate the benefits of marijuana to
°se with cancer, glaucoma and asthma.
Tijuana has proven to be a help these people.
arinol, a synthetic form of THC (the active
emical in marijuana), is already approved for
by our government to treat nausea caused by
emotherapy.
But there must be some downsides to the
lai*16 *1ow can we suPP°rt our doctors when they
Lai teUin8 Pataents to get stoned to relieve their
Lln'or to go get high to relieve that nausea, or to
eyes> a 'oint t0 re*ieve that Pressure in y°ur
How are drug companies going to make any

money? If our doctors are now allowed to pre
scribe a plant to treat some illnesses, those com
panies currently involved with supplying the
drug to treat the same will lose business; big busi
ness. The cost of growing cannabis: sunlight and
water. The cost of synthetic drugs for the same
treatment: millions of dollars.
Some may argue that it is just plain wrong to
prescribe an illegal drug to treat the ill. Well, the
drugs that people are taking now certainly aren't
legal, that's why a prescription from a doctor is
necessary to possess and use them.
Others may argue that they don't want
Grandma Wilson to become a stoner on her
death bed. Understandable. We don't want
Grandma Wilson to become a stoner either, but
we have seen, firsthand, the long, agonizing and
very painful process of death. And if anything
can be done to ease this process we are for it. The
loss of appetite and subsequent loss of body
weight that is experienced while going through
treatments; again, if anything could be done,
even if to stimulate an appetite for these people,
we are for it.
It's about time that our generation push for
the approval of organic medicinal remedies. It is
good for us but bad for big business.
We, as society, are so bent on synthetic drugs
as a method of treatment that we are closing our
eyes and our minds to those patients among us
who could reap the benefits of this alternative
medicine.

5** editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at padfican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number
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Advertise
• Display - We accept both national and
local display advertising. We charge $10 per
column inch. For more information, contact
our advertising staff at (209) 946-2114.
•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. A line
contains 40 characters including punctuation
and spaces. We accept only cash and checks
and advance payment is required. The
Pacifican has a minimum circulation of
4000. Please call Christina Flowers at (209)
946-2115.
Subscribe
• Payment of student fees entitles each stu
dent to one free copy of each issue. A year
subscription to the Pacifican costs $30 ($15
per semster). Send check or money order to:
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211,
Attn: Subscriptions.
• The Pacifican is located on the third floor
of Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours
art Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5 pm.
Telephone: (209) 946-2115
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
Business (209) 946-2113
Facsimile: (209) 946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA
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QUESTIONS OF THE WEEK
What do single people do on Valentine's Day?

'Protest"

"Themselves"

•Tony Edwards, Sr.

-Corey Hickerson, So.

"Hopefully, the walk of
shame"
-Carrie Culbransen, Sr.

six MAJOR
ADVANTAGES
TO BECOMING
AN ARMY DENTIST.

"Find all single girl
friends and go out for
single girls night out"
-Jayla Siciliano, f

"Co out with a close
friend"

"I don't know I'm get
ting my teeth pulled"
-Jody Pearson, Si

-Susan Hall, Fr.
All responses are either fictitious or real.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT
wrmmr I*

liflderlheAiw's

bom Repayment
program, ymmM get
out (mm under with *

You won't have to make the initial investment it takes to set up a
dental practice.
No-continuing investment in manpower and devoting the time it
takes to maintain a staff.
J
Army dentists spend their fu II working daysdoing what lliey are
trained for—practicing dentistry.
^
The Army trains enlisted dental assistants and hires trained civil
ians to be part of the dental team.
You'll have an opportunity to practiceyour profession here or
abroad in the most up-to-date facilities imaginable. If you are so
inclined, teaching opportunities exist.
^
Beyond professional rewardsare the emotional ones. Asadendsf
and ah officer treating soldiers, your days will be spent in the ser
vice of you r cou ntry.
Get full details and information on .Army Dentistry
Call;

1-800-235-2769, ext. 321
. ARMY.MEDICINE. BE Ail YOU CAN BE:

three-year entlMment
Each
.serve

ymryw
on active ditty mhxm
ymr
by omthrrd<tr$L5O0, whichaw mmmrt U greater,
up to a $5$,C$0 limit.
Hie offer applies to Perkins loans, Stafford Loans,
atid. certain other federally insured loans, which ate not
in default.
And debt relief isJifst
yeull earn from

the

mmy-hemftl*

lite Army, Ask your Army fecruiter

• "
;
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The Doctor's Prescription
HAPPY OJ
O.J. Simpson has signed a deal to appear in a line nf hirthn
nun led.
"Don t bother
Dotner getting me cake... I'll slice mv
my own.
lted. "Don't

y

'

He aIread>

has the first inscription com-

HEART FELT
Valentine
's Da
Valentine's
Day is tomarrow. With Cupid fluttering ahn.it

iu,vk,o. . .

.KriHe's
ear... "Heh,
"Heh. intrnrlnrp
mo tn
, ..b^oVeTthere.
' * ic'^ael Jackson wispered a sweet nothing into his
ur naked
bride's ear...
introduce me
to a.ot
that i:
little

new

BBALL BACK
The NBA returns to action after the All Star break. Dennis Rodman will fir i
in better during the rest of the sea
on... He'll wear a size 9 instead of trying to squeeze into a size 7.

VDAY
Valentine's Day is Friday. Word is, O.J. Simpson didn't like his gift this year... A dozen jurors.

BALL BACK
Baseball players head to spring training this week. Roberto Alomar takes the preseason
very seriously
He uses
H
UI1 vtr> ien°usiy... «e uses
: the first week or so to loosen up his saliva.

RAMADONG
do lunch at Denny's^^

MuSlim pe°ple condition

themselves for not being served food until sundown... They

HIGH FOOLS
A su!vey

i
,shows teens think hlgh school is too easy. Some blame the dumbing down of math... The only multi
plying they do any more is in the back of a car.
DENNIS DOLL
Dennis Rodman actually has a doll out. It doesn't come with a lot of accessory items... It can wear all of Barbie's
things.
CIG ATTACK
Big tobacco companies are fighting the FDA over regulation to curb teen smoking. The government says some
cigarette marketing is subtly aimed at teenagers... Great taste. Less pimples.
HUMOR PROVIDED BY DR. ALAN RAY'S TELEJOKE! http://www.telejoke.com

Ask Pebbles and Bam Bam
Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
1 have a four inch penis. Is there
any natural excercises I can per,orm to increase the size of my
member? I compare myself often
to the guys in the locker room and
am almost ashamed to take off my
BVDS.
Please help, Stubby
Stubby,

you ever tried "The Pump"? If
you are that concerned there are,
o iouglt not recommended surgical
procedures to increase your "man.'00 • It's not the size of the wave,
" the motion of the ocean. It's not
Have

Righp1' ^ ^ie Penmanship-• • Yeah,
Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
With 3 ^resklman ar>tl this guy I was
- a senior, recently asked me
th per/orm fellatio on him. Even
)ugh I have braces, we thought
°uld be OK. Apparently not! I

cut him and am worried that it may
leave a scar. I am even more worried
that he might spread it all over his
fraternity house. How will I ever get
a date again if these guys know what
I've done?
Ouch, Metal Mouth
Metal,
Don't worry, MM, your name is already
spread throughout the fraternity house
and, believe me, your phone will be
ringing off the hook for the next four
years.
Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I have a problem losing an erection
after orgasm. After Mr. Happy goes
up, he doesn't want to come down.
My girlfriend really seems to enjoy
this, but it makes it really hard to
sleep on my stomach.
What gives? Stiffy

have the opposite problem. Try
putting a pillow under Mr. Happy
when sleeping on your stomach. If it
continues to be a problem, ask your
doctor to prescribe you some
Humboldt Green.
Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I'm new at UOP and am searching
for a boyfriend. I am very shy and
don't know where to look. I have
heard that the fraternity parties
are a good place, but I am want
more than a one night stand.
Where can I turn?
Shy at UOP
Shy,
I understand your problem, but there
are not many good men to choose
from here at UOP. If you are looking
for a great boy, try looking at Delta. If
you really want a man from UOP, try
Metal Mouth's approach.

Top Ten List

Top Ten
reasons why
masturbation
can be better
than sex
10. You don't
have to wear a
condom
9. No worries
about rejection
8. Late night
Cinemax
7. You finally
have a date on
Valentine's Day
6. You can have
anyone you want
5. Quickies any
time
4. You will never
go home alone
3. It's the cheap
est date around
2. Every night is
a one night
stand
1. Two words:
Pamela Anderson

Stiffy,
What you have is a gift. Many men

ebbles and Bam Bam questions - real and fictitious - to the Paciftcan in care of the Opinion Editor.

Compiledjby:
Pacificanj S t a f f

i

\
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Fine lines
JOE GALLINA
Pacifican staff writer
Fine lines divide things that
seemingly are separated by great
distance. These fine lines force the
slightest variance in circumstance
to have magnified results; results
that can not be foreseen and have
no way of being prepared for;
results that can alter the course of
one's life.
I've heard that one butterfly
flapping its wings in China causes a
chain reaction that, depending on
the variants, would make the differ
ence between rain and sunshine in
New York's Central Park. Just think,
its wings flap one way, and there's
rain. They flap at another time,
there's sunshine, or a hurricane, or
a tornado, or whatever, and the one
deciding factor, the most influential
variant in the whole equation is
something as seemingly insignifi
cant as the soft flapping of a butter
fly's wings.
Those tiny, insignificant factors
that form those fine lines ... its
those little things that I call destiny,
because ultimately, they have more
influence on the course of your life
that your own free will does. All
the preparation and plans you make
have no power or influence over
those unforeseen factors. They
come upon you without warning,
break down all your barriers, get
through all your defenses, and,
whether you like it or not, take you
somewhere. They put you in a dif
ferent place mentally, physically,
and spiritually. And you can't help
it, even the most prepared mind
will be defeated by factors it has no

Omnion
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
control over.
That is what makes the differ
ence in your life. You may control
the boat you're on to a certain
extent, but when the currents
change and the winds blow you in a
different direction, all you can do is
batten down the hatches and hold
on for the ride. Most importantly,
though, never jump ship. Though
you may have no control over you
ultimate destination, you do have
control over one thing — what you
learn upon the way. That can end
up being more powerful that the
storm that challenges you. What
you learn can give you strength of
mind and body — power and stabil
ity. Then, when you find yourself
sailing through uncharted waters
and a storm threatens to blow you
off course, you'll also find that you
can deal with it. You can fight
through the storm and still keep
your direction.
Well, until that butterfly flaps
its wings again.

Please send your let
ters to The Pacifican
via campus mail or
hand deliver them to
third floor hand hall.

Greek society full of
false impressions
unfounded. However, the rush
We are now in rush week, a
coordinator of Alpha Phi, rather
time where many pledge to
than look into the matter, or
become part of the Greek life
even have faith in a fellow sister's
here on campus. I think that the
word, immediately asked her to
Greek life is a very good organi
resign. She claimed that it did
zation to join. However, I have
not matter whether
just read the article
the rumors were true
from the February
or not, Alpha Phi
6th edition of the This incident
could not risk having
Pacifican. In it, you
someone with that
have a quote from not only
kind of reputation in
one of the Alpha Phi speaks bad of
their sorority. She
sisters that quotes,
had my friend con
"We have an awe the Creek
some group of dedi society but of victed and found
guilty without even
cated women who
knowing any of the
sincerely feel the sis UOP itself.
circumstances.
terhood bond of
This incident not
Alpha Phi and want
only speaks bad of
to make it the best it
the Greek society, but of UOP
can be."
itself. If the Greeks do one thing
In recent events, I have seen
without fail, it is stand by their
nothing but the contrary from
brothers and sisters. Perhaps you
the sisterhood of Alpha Phi.
could tell me then how or why
A friend of mine rushed and
this unfortunate and insulting
received a bid from Alpha Phi. A
few days after, there were rumors
incident occurred.
spread about her that were
ridiculous
and
completely
Scott Switzer

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for diagnosis and x-rays

only $5700
y v l per year

Save money and your teeth! Enroll now!
Call for brochure- (800) 655-3225
'Model open daily

1997-98 Financial Aid

'Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms

Priority Application Date • Cal Grant Deadline

'Park-like setting
'Fireplaces
'Pool/Spa

QUAIL

L A K E S

S1S0 off first month's rent
on 1 bedroom apartments

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710
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"Are you rush
ing?"
"Did you
0vv sister's
rush?"
ed^t
0
These questions
at it did
are
the ones that I
whethe
have
heard the
,Vere true
most often since
aha Phi
coming back from
k ha
freak. Personally, I didn't rush
th thaT
ycause of my classes and my
ation
dying.
f- She
While there were parts of Rush
con. hat 1 disliked, for instance the
found
fleering at six in the morning,
it even
here were parts that I liked seeing,
of the ven if it was from the sidelines. I
(link student morale the last sev:nt not :ral weeks has been really high.
>ad of
Due to the excitement, no one
f UOP
emed to be especially grouchy,
1 thing
I had previously seen during the
' their
nal week of last semester. I also
Jsyou iked the interaction with the fra
'why gility brothers always knocking
llting! on my door at ten or eleven at
ight just to say "What's up?" or
Heard about the party coming
»p? I mean, that is genuine class
?lus, it promotes friendship.
Of course after the sororities
; l picked their new sisters, all I
f were signs that read "Welcome
Home!" or "Welcome Aboard."
ne section on the third floor of
race Covell was totally covered
• ith these signs. I was amazed.
Coming back to dorm food
as a little better than I expected.
•fe} had brought out a new type
•nner. Care to guess what
we were subjected
STUFFED BELL PEPPERS.
tbe^ were already sliced
anH
6
stuffin
servoH
S Parts were being
separately, but we should
our thanks to the staff
who5
Ught
change° * WOuld be nice for a

I

:avGS home from class one
that I han m6 reaIize somethin8
Grace r
Previously noticed,
place n,°Ve11 is l°cated in a better
Vest v 3n tbe Quads or South
that i am" Pr°l:>at,ly are thinking
lining u Saidering from too much
consider Ju food' but seriously
Grar h6Se points of fact:
!
' cCaffreev pS closer
to the
'"at it;c', Lenter, which means
c ser to the Summit, the
see Fresh page 13

Christi Neill
L&E Editor
946-2115

Dinner and a movie: Two thumbs up

Friends,
room
mates, and now jour
nalists? That's what
we said. But hey, the
friend/roommate
thing worked out.
Why not give this
journalism thing a
shot? Here we are.
Our mission: to
find good food at a
reasonable price and
an entertaining movie
on top of that. That's
a tall order for such a
small town, but we
lucked out this week
with
Manny's
California Fresh Cafe
and "The Beautician
and the Beast."
Manny's
looks
like your typical col
lege-town cafe with
somewhat
rustic
wooden booths and
chairs and simple dec
orations - definitely a
jeans and t-shlrt kind
of place.
The joint was
hopping when we
arrived, well after the
typical lunch hour
rush. We placed our
orders - chili and gar
lic bread and lemon
ade, and a barbeque
beef sandwich and a
banana-pinapple
shake.
Okay, so our eat
ing habits are a little
strange. But you know
if taste buds like ours
enjoyed
Manny's,
OUT critics find "Beautician and the Beast" okay for a "no brianer" movie.
yours can surely han
dle it.
bowl of chili. Manny's chili could
with barbequed beef which spilled
Manny's has a great selection
compete with the best of them. It
owner the sides of two toasted
ranging from rotisserie chicken
had just the right amount of spice
buns. The meat was thinly sliced
and juicy burgers to deli sandwich
and very little meat - just the way I
and not too filling. The sauce was
es and hot or cold artichokes.
like it. But be sure to ask for low
sweet and not spicy. The bananaPrices certainly won't put a strain
on the ice - there was more of it
pinapple shake had a mediumon your pocket books - meals range
than the lemonade. 1 wished that
thick consistency with a mild fla
from $2-$7.
1
had ordered the side of garlic
vor and chunks of banana and
Melissa: After about a 10
bread to accompany my meal.
pinapple, it was fruity but not
minute wait, I sat down to a sevenManny's is a great place to eat
overbearing.
napkin barbequed beef sandwich
for a group of friends, not really a
Julie: Right off the bat you
and a banana-pineapple shake.
group of two. The hustle and bus
should know that I'm the pickier
Despite the awkward combo of fla
tle of the employees and the loud
one of the two roommates. There
vor, I thoroughly enjoyed my
are a whole lot of foods that I just
see Dinner page 13
meal. The sandwich was gobbed
won't eat. But I do love a good

' l
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Happy Valentine's Day
Freshmen love story
UOP, where's the love?
Joshua Powell
Pacifican staff writer
"Love is the act of two
fools." Or at least that's what
Plato thought. Whether it's for
better or worse, it seems that
fools are in very short supply
these days. Our age of cynicism
and day-planners has left us lit
tle time for such pursuits. So,
on this Valentine's Day Eve, I
pose this question to UOP's
students: Where's the love?
I began my search with a
simple, informal poll. It didn't
go far. "Do you mean love
or sex?", queried one
responder.
"Is
V
there a differ^
f
ence?" This was
n't a particular
ly
inspira
tional start.
^7
I began to
wonder if we, as
<7
students, were too
cynical for such trifles
as love. Had we shed
our childhood shells and
V
left behind the apparently
extraneous ideal of wuv? Twue
wuv? I refused to accept this
and plodded on with the poll.
My search led me to Tricia
McShea, a bio major. "Love? I
don't see much of it.
Everyone's too busy with class
and work." I promptly aban
doned the poll process. I decid
ed instead to search for evi
dence of Ideal Love on my
own. I'm an intelligent person,
how hard could it be?... Have
you ever tried to bench press a
Buick?
I started in the late after
noon, combing the campus for
couples in the violent throws
of love. Even couples in the
soft tosses of love would have
sufficed. No luck. 1 searched
the lawns for a romantic pic
nic. None. I stalked Owen Hall,
rumored to be a favorite place
for the musically inclined to
sneak a moment alone.
Nothing. I even resorted to the
Summit. Nausea. There wasn't
even a wedding at the Chapel!
Night fell and I sat on
Atchley Walkway, waiting,
hoping. I managed to glimpse
only a few couples as they

sprinted off campus. In one
hour, I managed to see only
six obvious couples, all in hur
ried transit to get someplace
else.
Was I wrong to hope that
UOP students still had a soft
center where they believed in
romance? In one generation
Americans have gone from
"Teenager in
Love"
to
"Mouth." Was that the
answer? In desperation for any
positive evidence, I ducked
into a Residence Hall. Then I
found it. Working at the front
desk was a young woman talk
ing to her boyfriend. He had
taken a chair from another
room and was sitting
conspicuously
p> across the desk
from her. He
wasn't work^ ing and he did
n't need to be
there. He was just
keeping his Love
company on this
V beautiful
winter
night. I had found my
proof.
As I trudged home,
relieved
at my find
ing, I threw
my question
out
once
more to an
acquain
tance.
"Where's
the love?,"
my
friend
repeated
slowly. "It's
in
my
heart."
I
could go on
for another
page on how
right
my
friend was
but instead,
there's
a
Valentine I
h a v e
planned.
Fool or not, I
hope
to
make some
proof of my
own.

A

C. COLTON
Pacifican Staff Writer

It was late
August 1995 and
the freshmen had
just arrived for the
Fall semester. Bill
Cutter had just
moved into his
room on the third
floor of Grace
Covell and then
decided to play
soccer in the halls.
He was kicking the
M
ball up and down
\ f f
m * fEU
g
and against doors.
"': u fljfl
I
R a c h a e 1 wm
m
|
Walraven, had also
I fi
.1
just moved into
1 flj
her
room.
-M—j
Something
kept
banging against her door.
"I got tired of the banging," said Rachael, "and so I opened my door only fc
have a soccer ball in my face." Bill pointed out that it was a pillow ball.
Rachael angrily came out of her room, ball in hand. When she saw Bill, hci
anger went away. She handed him the ball and went back into her room.
Later that night, Bill and his roommate, Joe Biron, hosted a party in their room
to meet the people in their hall. Rachael went and began talking to Bill. They talte
all night. Before they knew it they were together.
As freshmen in a new environment, they would see other people. Rachai:
admits she didn't think Bill was serious about her.
"I thought he was a complete player," said Rachael, "just by his appearance la
year with the bronzed tan and the long hair." She felt stupid for liking him as much
as she did because she thought he might not feel the same.
After a couple weeks, they were still together. "At that point, we just gave up
ever thinking about dating other people," Rachael said.
Bill had an ex-girlfriend from home who would not let go and as Rachael put it,
"His ex-girlfriend from home didn't realize she was his ex-girlfriend."
Bill avoided the telling his ex-girlfriend he was seeing
someone else, because she kept sending him love letters.
Rachael was upset. They even broke up for a week.
As the winter break approached, Rachael worried that
while Bill was home (Barstow, Ca.) for Christmas he might
get back together with his ex-girlfriend.
"I was really scared," recalled Rachael, "because
thought once he went home he would never come bads
to me." Rachael kissed him good-bye as he left for home
and immediately broke down into tears. She was hysteri
cal and locked herself in her room and cried all day.
Yet, Bill stayed true. So she went down to Barstow.
from her home in Ripon the last week of the winter brea.
She met his family. Bill's father, a Methodist minister
introduced her at church and the people all accepted her
Bill later introduced Rachael to his ex-girlfriend, Khstin
Kristin met Rachael and stormed out of the church.
When it was time to return for the Spring semester o
1996, Bill and Rachael had developed an uncondition
love. They began to talk about getting married...as fres
men. Not serious talk, but they hoped they would.
They finished the semester and Bill spent most of t
summer with Rachael and her family, who loved hnnThis Fall, Bill lived in Grace and Rachael moved 13
home and commuted to school.
Their graduation
giuuuauuii wedding
w^viumg plans
piaua changed when, fa.
parents announced they would become missionaries
the Methodist church in the summer of 1997, f°r P1
sumably the rest of their lives.
Bill and Rachael wanted to have Bill's father ma
them off before he left the country.
So, they decided to marry in the summer. Then, they ran into another
Financial aid for the next year is only good if its filed before Jan. 1. In order to g

I

Y^Q 2^9fri}n9lj$V Yqq^H
inst Cupid
DEBEKAH SLICK
Vlaiwgimg Editor
Roses.
Candy. Diamonds...
^tine's day is a day in which
"celebrate love," a day we opendisplay our feelings for others
Through gifts and declarations.
r
Is this what Valentine's Day is
jposed to be about? Or is it a day
jde up of pretenses? An annual

rade, which if looked at closely
ill reveal the coldness and sadness
[thin ourselves and the world
Hind us.

To begin with, there is all this
Ik and proclamations of love and
idness. Well why are those words
r id feelings invisible the rest of the
vear? If you love someone so much,
vou should be showing them
and telling them every moment
iooi of every day, it should be a reflec
tion of everything you do, not of
a specific day of the year.
Then there are all the gifts
their that we lavish upon one another.
Ik A love that is deep and real
shouldn't revolve around materi
It fc alistic displays of affection. It
should be shown through gifts of
arant emotions and actions between
nasi two people. It should be about all
the intangibles that are worth far
ip more than any exquisite stone.
I fail to understand the
importance and celebration of
this day and am struck instead

with how ironic it is that we have a
day designed to celebrate love. Yet
when I look around at the world
and society, love is nowhere to be
found.
How often do you lend a
helping hand to a
stranger in need? How
often are you there for
someone who needs a
shoulder to cry on or
a hand to squeeze?
How often do you sac
rifice something for
yourself and give instead
to someone else? And do
you do these things with
a smile?
In my mind these are
the things that represent

nancial aid for next year when his
wents would already be gone.
They decided to marry at Morris
Pel on campus on Dec. 28,1996.
It worked out," says Rachael, "it
s a beautiful wedding with a
nstmas theme and it was fabu-

HlS.

Mow that they've said their vows, they've moved in together and are liv6 in the Tower View apartments. They are adjusting to the married life well.
„come home, I do my homework, I get to spend time with my hus' said Rachael. She's still not used to being called Mrs. Cutter. "If someca is me (Mrs. Cutter) I turn around looking for his mom."
itch' '°^e<^ hrat he's been Mr. Cutter his whole life so he's used to that. "It
5 f>0
3 (A P Ph' off guard when I'm in class and say 'My wife told me I have to
nuif Is^es tonight.' Bill does the dishes most of the time because Rachael
5U% cooks.
larrf"] ac*m*tec* That he likes the jump in responsibility he took by getting
at d ^?ain'
joked that his biggest responsibility is "keeping the toilet
Wn'' hill turned serious when he said that supporting one's partner is
en °
f A °re important in a marriage than in a dating relationship.
Lj (,lae' chimed in that communication is the biggest part of being marn that without good communication a marriage won't work,
nd .ne us enc*s UP on The couch," she said when there is a disagreement.
Bill6 dont have a big couch," Bill added.
' Jple 3ud hachael know that they made a huge step, and they warn young
Ra
!^ they're not ready for marriage there will be problems.
chael's parting comment: "Being married is a whole 'nother ballgame."
JP J

V

above and above right, are not to be confused with the
miy married couple, Mr. and Mrs. Cutter!

love, not candy and diamonds, but
acts of kindness and goodwill.
A love of people and a
desire to touch their
hearts rather than a
selfish need to be
showered with gifts
and words of adora
tion.
Valentine's Day
and every other day
should be about caring
for people. It should be
about spending positive
time with all those around
you, friends, family, signifi
cant others as well as
acquaintances and those
whom we don't know, or
bother to get to know, in
passing.
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So for the rest of us, the lonely
of heart, the bitter, those without a
Valentine, or those who simply
refuse to take part in the days
absurdities, let's make a new day.
Instead of sitting idly by as always
watching those around us perform
rituals and behaviors that seem
shallow in depth and meaning.
Instead of mourning the loss or
lack of an intimate relationship
with someone who may love us or
who may just be going through the
motions. Instead of all this, let's
look at this day as a celebration of
life and people. In this seemingly
cold and heartless world, let's make
a new meaning for Valentine's day.
Let's use it as a starting point to
begin to reach out to one another
and begin to care.

R

1
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fr Entertainment
She walks

Entertainment Roundup

Rants, raves and faves of '96
RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican guest writer
Well 1996 has come and gone
and what would a quality student
newspaper be without a best/worst
of 1996 list? Usually I just stick with
CD reviews, but for this special
occasion I'm going to encompass
other areas in the entertainment
genre...

BEST OF 1996
"Walking
Wounded"
by
Everything But the Girl.
Probably this year's finest CD.
Emotion ridden folk songs remixed
into trippy beat-ridden drum n'
bass tunes. Portishead meets Frente.
"AESIMA" By Tool
"...it's like an amusement park,
where
you
can jump in
on any ride
or
alterna
tively
you
can swallow
the whole tab
and be taken
hostage. The
treatment
will be brutal
and rigorous Back Street Boys
and the demands so great but you'll
walk away from it saying that were
treated
very
well..."
Justin
Chancellor to Tool
This CD kicks ass.
"From One Chord to Another"
by Sloan.
Sloan is an alternative-rock out
fit from Nova Scotia, Canada.
Originally a grungy sounding
garage band, these boys have grown
up in to a sweet sounding pop quar
tet. Oasis might sound this good if
they quit the drinking and bicker
ing.
"The People vs. Larry Flint"
It's not too often a movie (espe
cially one with this much hype
about it) amazes me like Larry Flint
did. It was smart, sexy, sad, intrigu
ing, funny, and pleasantly offen-

sive. The acting alone was worth
the $8 bucks. Woody was good, but
Courtney Love is AMAZING. Then
again it wasn't much of a stretch for
her to play a strung-out heroin
junkie...
"Pinkerton"by Weezer.
I've actually only heard one
song from this album (which I did
really like), but a lot of my friends
told me that this was really good.
My friend Jamie insisted that it put
on the best of 1996 list.

WORST OF 1996

She walks in beauty, and
ma
souls,
Like a Fakir walks on buring coals
Like a chiming clock at midnj.
tolls
and echos in a lonely hall,
She walks a pace of light sublime
Her eyes reflect and transcend tin
Like perfet rhythm, perfect rhym
when meter matters not at

She walks in darkness with t
night,
Her soul a star both dark and lig
Her shadows casting left and righ
with no clear source or meaniti

The Backstreet Boys and the
Spice Girls.
Definitive proof that history
does repeat itself. New Kids on the
Block and Bananarama come back
once again to haunt us.
"Finest"
by the Fine
Y o u n g
Cannibals
Ranks
right
up
there with
the best of
A - H a ,
Cutting
Crew
and
Spandau Ballet. Bands that only put
out one or two albums DO NOT
NEED GREATEST HITS COLLEC
TIONS!!! I've always been a fan of
these guys, and the songs are great,
but this is nothing more than a sad,
pathetic grab for cash.

She walks as does the sunshine sk
Her movements speak both tru
and lie,
The moon is she, her light will di
eclipsing, waxing, and weanir

To walk with her and strength
soul,
My aim, my life, my quest, my go
Alanis Morrisette
to be different, just don't expect to
get any babes.

Alanis Morrisette
I know her album came out in
1995, but she has continued to
annoy me in '96 and she is still
"The Hunchback of Notre
going strong in 1997. She is a tal
Dame"
entless leech,
T H I S
who no more
M O V I E
than 3 years
W I L L
ago, was travel
W A R P
ing
around
KIDS!!! It's
playing in
a
story
malls like
about the
Tiffany. Now
freakish
we are
sup
offspring of
pose to believe
gypsy
a
she is an"alterwoman Esmeralda from the Hunchback
native" princess?
who had her head bashed in who
grows up in seclusion and falls in

1465 West March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 952-7286 95-BRAV0

WhtTy C (bntelongc
i

Qwner/Stylist

836 W. Benjamin Holt Dr

(209) 952-8663

Stockton. CA 9?2(f

specializing in
haircut, color, weaves

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE^

rt-o r> o-grnssfl

TEAM LEGENDS

This large scale musical is directed by
\\)
SCT's guest director, Jim Coleman.
Coleman has assembled a large an
impressive cast and crew and they am
all in a flurry of activity. Sweet
was written by Cy Coleman and
Dorothy Fields . Opening night is
February 14 and it will play Thurs a>.
Friday and Saturday nights and Sun a^
matinees until March 8.

EMBROIDERY

C) ("W> 0 cnnSZS-*
BOX OFFICE cunTtfjJ
473-2424
no TICKETS
M*UC

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!

5 DAY TURN-AROUND IN MOST CASES

1439 N. El Dorado #C • Stockton.CA 95202
(209)467-7624 -FAX#467-0320

JOE GALLINA
Pacifican staff writer

...

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY

California Tees

love with a scantily clad, enormous
breasted gypsy named Esmerelda.
The plot twists and turns and
the freak's guardian, a Catholic
priest, develops a perverse sexual
obsession with the large breasted
beauty. Of course there's a happy
ending and the handsome blonde
knight saves the day and gets the
babe, leaving the freak alone in the
tower once again. This movie teach
es kids a valuable lesson...it's okay

BRING IN THIS AD & GET 5% OFF
THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN!
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION

4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
209/469-2474 FAX:209/4694589
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Living & Entertainment

Jtffrom Pa9e 9
nin2 music make it hard
T a conversation, but
. convenient phone orders
L care ofthat
0Uask, was the food good
yl rive it two thumbs up.
.Ie it four stars. No, neif those will do. The question
lily should ask is, would we
± again? The answer is yes.
and again, and again,
besides a restaurant review,
newed a movie. Let's just say
worth the $4.50 we spent to
, The movie starred Fran
ber (TV's "The Nanny") as
jjer and Timothy Dalton (exas Boris Pachenko "Your
lency/Mr. President" of the
make-believe
country
taa.
liber is hired by Pachenko to
ict his four tyrannially-raised
tn about
democracy,
int of her sole beauty-school
round, Pachenko allows
to stay as she infuses her
fork fun, flair, honesty, and
assion, into the Pachenko

* ielissa: As a pure romantic, I
n love with the earnestness
l|ensitivity of Miller as she softthe heart of the stern
inko. If you enjoy transforma, "The Beautician and the
' is a good movie for you.
to the technical side, high
360 degree shots and pan
are used throughout the film.

The brightness of New York is con
trasted with the drabness of
Slovetzia.
A cartoon fairy-tale begins the
film but ends in an independent
Miller asserting her ambitions. The
comic cartoon expresses the whole
texture and feel of the movie.
Drescher's acting is mediocre
and her emotions are lacking while
the children's plot is undeveloped.
Pachenko is too easily changed.
It is a political, comedy with
the same blazon Fran Drescher
we've come to know from "The
Nanny." I enjoyed "Beautician" as
a feminist sentimentalist, but con
sidered the overall construction of
the film surface-deep.
Julie: As you've probably
already noticed, Melissa has taken
a film class and knows a lot more
about movies and movie-making
than I do. Just consider me your
average Joe going to see a flick.
Well, as a run-of-the-mill
movie-goer, I thought, "The
Beautician and the Beast" was very
few members of the male species
would find this movie entertain
ing.
If you can't stand Fran
Drescher's nasally squeals, don't
see this movie. Her character is
nearly identical to the nanny she
plays on TV. But if you're looking
for a no-brainer kind of movie,
"The Beautician and the Beast" is a
lot better than its title. I wouldn't
spend any more than $4.50 on this
film. Your money would be better
spent eating a burger at Manny's.

Fresh

continued from page 9

theater, the book store, the arcade,
and most important, Tiger's
Grocery.
Grace is also closer to the
library which means you can get
to all the books that are on reserve
faster than if you lived in the
Quads. Grace is also closer to the
fraternity and sorority houses.
What are the quads close to?
Oh yeah, the WPC building and
Long Theater. Yay. You can't count
the classroom building because
that is into the next county. So
Grace is the place to be, right? Of
course!
After learning about the
tuition increase for next fall, I
recalculated the total amount of
my loans when I graduate from
here and let me tell you SCARY.
Well, I guess if the price of gaso
line and milk go up, so should
tuition. But wouldn't it be really
cool if for once SOMETHING
WENT DOWN?
The more and more I hear
about Mike Olowakandi, the more
I think he will make the NBA. Hey
Mike, could this freshman get your
autograph?
Well, another week of class
coming up, hold on a minute. Did
anyone think last week was longer
and slower than usual? I sure did. I
can't put my finger on it, but a
friend of mine said maybe an extra
day was added to the week. Maybe
it was, or maybe I got too used to
the break. See ya next week.

JEAGL11

Dancing with kites

JOE GALLINA
Pacifican staff writer
If my lowly voice you'd bear to hear.
My unworthy hand you'd bear to
touch,
'Twould be for me to touch with fear,
For I do not deserve as much.
A treasure to me? A glance from your
eyes,
To hear the soft sweetness that is your
voice.
Though love is known to cause demise,
If that is the risk, risk then is my
choice.
How to describe my awe in your pres
ence?
Mere words do no good, falling short of
their goals,
The shock of your stare, the glow of
your essence,
A beauty like yours inspires men's
souls.
A kiss like the breeze, wind filling my
sails,
A kite with cut string, I dance in the
sky.
As the wind dies away, my longing
heart wails
For the touch of your wind that freed
me to fly.
Elated, yet empty, 1 fall to the earth.
Ephemeral love drops you fast from
great heights.
There is no way of telling that one
kisses worth,
I was cut from my strings, I was danc
ing with kites.

HOROSCOPES
has to say and try to be supportive.
You gain much in understanding by
doing so.

plans for the weekend.

tour social circle happily opens
fascinating peothis week. In fact, a new
'totance is radically different
any°ne you've met to date!
toe weekend, guard against a
ncy to daydream which will
'3lJaway from necessary tasks.

CANCER (June 21 to July 22)

self doing some unplanned shop
ping for a home appliance that
needs to be replaced. It's just out
lived its usefulness! Avoid letting
things slide on the job. An over
bearing type isn't likely to listen to
reason.

(April 20 to May

LEO (July 23 to August 22) A

King Features

^ (March 21 to April
1 include more

careful

Career matters take a decided turn
for the better this week. Your suspi
cions about a friend's manipula
tions are correct. Perhaps you
should rethink whether this rela
tionship is good for you in the long
run.

LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) You could find your

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Some are plan

p|
with extravagant
rln8 this week. Also, avoid
j ' cold take advantage of
In financial ventures. New
I n8s> at work and at home
toy favored during this perii. e Weekend looks good for a
? 'etaway.

superior is in an obviously foul
mood and should be avoided this
week. If out shopping, you find
something valuable in a surprising
outlet. Your finances are also look
ing up and take a turn for the better.

ning to travel to a place never seen
before. A mentor enters your life
with valuable insights for your
future. Your significant other does
n't understand you concerns about
work this week.

^ (May 21 to June 20)

VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22) Avoid being over
ly judgmental with a certain co
worker who needs your understand
ing rather than your criticism in
order to straighten out. Couples
make spur-of-the-moment social

SAGITTARIUS (November 22
to December 21) You're champ

I

nterested in a new hobby
ectual pursuit. Work of a
^nature is inspired. Open up
, "to what a family member

ing at the bit to try new things.
Your thinking is inspired by origi
nality. Socially, you think a friend is
being unreasonable and unyielding

and you could be correct about this.

CAPRICORN (December 22
to January 19) A loved one is
boring you with talk about past
events that can't be altered. A busi
ness opportunity comes your way
unexpectedly in the middle of the
week. This weekend, domestic
interests are accented.

AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You make positive
strides in business and financial
dealings this week. However, you
still encounter some obstacles com
pleting an existing assignments.
You succeed, though, by being per
sistent.

PISCES (February 19 to
March 20) Some make a sudden
decision regarding a romantic rela
tionship this week. Travel is on the
agenda for others. Over the week
end, feel free to socialize, but avoid
going overboard.

w
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APP
mon.sai

'

ERS

pm

LuigTs Two Toppin
Pizza . .$6.75
onion, bell pepper,
tomato, mushroom,
garlic, pineapple,
olive, pepperoni,
ham, extrasalami,
.50 per topping

DINING ON THE DELTA
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
DECK AND FULL BAR
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE TO GO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

<

Wood-fired Pizza's * Rotisserie * Fresh Seafood * Pasta
Casual * Fun * Lively * Affordable
Lunch * Dinner * Cocktails
6629 Embarcadero Drive at Ben Holt Drive west of 1-5
Stockton at V illage West Marina
Locally Owned

209-474-6585

Basil Burger
w/ cliedder or
swiss & fries

Reservations Accepted * Gift Certificates Available
Visa. MasterCard.American Express. Discover ^

.$5.75

Monday

Drink Specials

$1.30

JCgdie's Jfight
Thursday $1.00 drinHs for all ladies

Buy bottled beer
after 10 pm

Tuesday all night
$2.00 uitiiskey coHes
SATURDAY HIGHT
$2.50 Red Devils

(209) 478-6290
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4
Stockton, CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance
g^rink

$2.00

purple hooters

McCaffrey Center -Moiij
Freedom 8p.m. at the M
Center Theater. General Ad
is $3, $1.50 for seniors andc
under 12. Free to UOP stude

Legal services now available on the
2nd floor of the McCaffrey Center
in the ASUOP office, 5:30 p.m.
FREE for ASUOP members with a
Valid sticker and $10 for staff and
faculty.
UPBEAT/ASUOP: Lecture on Travel
in Wendell Phillips Center Room
140 at 6 p.m.

STOCKTON, CA

95207

The perfect gift for your Valentine...
a personalized gift basket.
Unique gifts, and fresh carnations.

2011 Pacific Ave.

Night Life
Baseball vs. Washington
Billy Hebert Field, 1:00 p.n
Softball vs. Stanford at
1:00 p.m.

McCaffrey Center Movie: Cry
Freedom 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

Basketball (M) vs. Cal ft
Luis Obispo at San Luis
7:30 p.m.

Night Life
Stockton Unified School District
Music Concert at A.G. Spanos
Center, 7 p.m. -10 p.m.

Volleyball (M) vs. LaVerne
in A.G. Spanos Center, 7 p,

Tennis (W) vs. New Mexico
Diego
Caliban Celtic at The Blue
Cafe at 9 p.m., admission SI

Doll artist Bette Floyd-Oka
presents
A
Black
Celebration; African-Amei :
Display, Stories & Crafts; at
& Noble 660 W. March Lane
p.m.

Sunday February 16

Friday February 14

Campus Events

Campus Events

McCaffrey Center Mow
Freedom 8p.m. at the i <
Center Theater. General Ad
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and <
under 12. Free to UOP stud*

McCaffrey Center Movie: Cry
Freedom 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

Night Life

Chi Alpha Meeting in the
Z Building East at 8 p.m.

Baseball vs. Washington
Billy Hebert Field at 1:W P-

Night Life

Basketball (W) vs. VC '
Irvine, 2:00 p.m.

Basketball (W) vs. Cal State
Fullerton at Fullerton, 7:30 p.m.
Comedy/Music at the Summit
Hubcap Cafe, 8 p.m. -11 p.m. FREE
to everyone.

948-3305

National
Society 0f
Engineers Quiz Bowl jn
Theatre, all day

Callison College Memorial Lecture
presents South Asian politics spe
cialist Richard Kozicki, professor at
USF, in the Bechtel International
Center at 7:30 p.m.

Baseball vs. Washington State at
Oak Park's Billy Hebert Field , 7 p.m

Jack Daniels

The Picnic Packet lioulique
(Miracle Mile)
MC/Visa
delivery

African American vendor in The
Marketplace in the McCaffrey
Center Patio, noon to 5 p.m.

Stockton Opera Association pre
sents Puccini-Gianni Schicchi at the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

a drinking est.

6252 PACIFIC AVENUE

Campus Events

Your ad could be here.
We'll squeeze you in!

any draft beer $1.75

$2 . 5 0

Campus Events

Basketball (M) vs. UC Santa
Barbara at Santa Barbara, 7:30 p.m.

Monday-Friday
$1.50 Honey Brown Beer

THURSDAY

Saturday Februa

1328 E. Harding 941-4272

It

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Thursday February 13

Valentine's Day Semi-Formal
Dance sponsored by Pacific Kenpo
Students at the UOP Pacific Club, 9
p.m. -1 a.m.; UOP students $6, cou
ples $10 and other students $8 and
couples $12.

Tennis (W) vs. San D'eS°
San Diego

Monday February
Night Life
Volleyball (W vs.
Barbara in A.G- $Pal1
p.m.

Tuesday

VC

February

Campus Events

(

Calendar
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of Giants: Finland and

•-uhnrc" hv
Sallxr
Ljeighbors"
by SDeaker
speaker Sally

er UOP Professor of History, at
CeL Uechtel International Center,
•ib. L' 1 P-m
jat %"|on-

r

nl
ship Development Series:
IO15
Quintessential
Building
UOP iCeriaf& its Organizational Use

Mc
!ufc
W I

,sented by David L. Ferrell, supere C+n/^nnf
Actnntioc Delta
H^.11.„
Student Activities,
jijege. 4-6 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Uer Conference Room.
50r 0f

I

jIter Deborah Branscum, UOP
jduate,
Newsweek and Wired
mhi
u
0'»l
porter
speaks
on "How to Charm
*4 l.'OOp
iitors And Other Beasts"

1hnfotj;

[j?ht Life

nest artist Slovak Sinfonietta of
fcjhrtmj
jna
in concert in Faye Spanos
Center,
rncert Hall, 8 p.m. General admisn is $3, free to UOP and children
vs. Call
fa 12.
' San bj
Ml vs. St. Mary's at Moraga,

Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Y
NTER
Theater. General Admissl
AH™Si sn f^,
•
on is $3

41 YEARS of QUALITY
r y * "Manny's" ^

>0

'7. •rMuslc Con«™ *>

r^yr

Spanos Concert Hall.

'

vau/frr/iuz cTrr+sA
A • F • t
Breast of Chicken Sandwich

ye

Marinated Carved from the Bone

it Tin

'ht Life
Jmis®
flojU not artist

violinist Susan
iIker, accompanied by Marilyn
tanpson, will give a recital of
'oven, Ravel and Oritz in the
' Hall, 8 p.m. Free to UOP
ients and children under 12.

UerGH White will talk about
ope and the World for 84 Cents
i ay 7 p.m. at Faye Spanos
""art Hall. Free
the1

Thursday February 20

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

{ZClr>en Trio 0riSinal Jazz at
admission™'316' Cafe 9
• '<

Rotisserie Chicken

)?

8

Sm CJTT,M°Vie: A

Time t0

•"eater. - a t t h e M c C a f f r e y C e n t e r
I f0r"
Admission is $3,
#!kr li e eniors and children
12. Free to UOP students.
Series:
r« SofDivDev,ilopment
Jooss Differ/?^ Understanding
J? Stephan r Ultures Presented
Nmiinif,,
^luinitv ,im ggs
i ' Director of
: ^Iticuli„ "rO V,!ment Program
r J^al Affairs, UOP 2-4

fpferente Roc!!?®?1-67

Center

s v'enter

at 7:00 p.m.

V ^bnfqpy 2 7
' ver.ts .
nte*

Movie: A Time to

' Work) s First Oyster Burrito' Fresh Fish Tacos
"(umbo Cartk Prawns' Rotisserie Chicken
Fresh Squeezed lemonade * Came Asada (grilled steak)
•Camitas (roast pork)

Baseball vs. CSU Los Angeles in
Oak Park's Billy Hebert Field 7 p.m.

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper

Phone Orders:
ers: (209) 952 6261
4601 PacifictAvenue
Ave...,
(one block south of March Lane)

Fish and Chips

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & MasterCard

Basketball (W) vs. Boise St. in A G
Spanos Center at 7:00 p.m.

Fish Sandwich

Upbeats Outdoor Trip: Ski trip to
Kirkwood

"STOCKTON'S BESTFAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534
Gplemembet
your sweetheart

February 14
order early
Special Available for UOP Students

Keeva Celtic at The Blackwater
Cafe 9 p.m., $4 admission.

McCaffrey Center Movie: A Time to
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

Deadline February 24.

*£

Pho'

/£

Conwr o f March Lane & Perilling - next to FABRICLAND
Open Sun-Thurs 9 AM-9 PM Fri A Sat 9 AM-9:30 PM

1425 W. March Lane
Stockton CA 95207

.— _ _ _ . _

473-3240

15% OFF

Call our Ad
Reps at

946-2115

and this
space could
be yours

1461 March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435

Campus Events

Positions available: President,
Vide President arid Senator.

vft *1 3*5 T* JS

$agel Express

Sunday February 23

ASUOP Election
Applications available
mthe ASUOP o ffice.

&

through February 28

Basketball (M) vs. UC Irvine in
A.G. Spanos Center at 2:00 p.m.

Night Life

NEW KIM TAR
Chinese, Cambodian 4c Vietnamese Cuisine

Mayo/Butter

Saturday February 22

Free tribute to Ella Fiztgerald pre
sented by music therapy Professor
Audree O'Connell at the Haggin
Museum, 3 p.m.

tmeCorcrscBtacnff

Steamed Artichoke

ChiAtpha Meeting at 8p.m. in Z
Building East.

McCaffrey Center Movie: A Time to
Kill 8p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

on Sourdough

OpenuMonday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

Life
!Ag-ISscWCSU Fullerton

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their
w feed is a sweet qranola at com and grains...
The Old-fashioned
Clashioned way

with Fresh Herbs

Tennis (W) vs. UC Santa Barbara
at Brookside Courts 11 a.m.

'Pus Events

Drive Thru Espresso

featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

"Stockton's Best"

Night Life

Campus Events

kdnesday February 19

STOCKTON'S ONLY

c

Our New York bagels are boiled
like the old-fashioned tradition.
*Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
*Stuffed Bialys from heaven
*Pastries & desserts
r""Express
r
nUf
*31 variations of bagels
**Full
~
*16 variations of cream cheese
*25 0dw<
esh juices
*Best lunch in town
*Mocha Gl er - Yum Yur
-rf

ftp mil it pride, bagei tmrs coil it heaven!i"

Classifieds
, * (Tllr -•

———

Christina Flowets
Classified Manager
-9*6-21K

The Pacifican
February 13, 1997
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FOR SALE

EUROPE $239
Within USA $79 - $129
Mexico $199.r/t Cheap Fares

Everywhere!
airhitch@netcom.com
www isicom fr/airhitch/

Government foreclosed homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
tax, Repo's, REO's. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-8700
for current listings.

415-834-9192
est pending

*

Get your tiger teeth

Seized cars from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevy's,
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's.
Your area. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext. A-8700 for current list
ings.

The ultimate hangover cure!
Sob'r-K, the only patented prod
uct proven to CURE the common
hangover. Satisfaction guaran
teed or your money back. Five
packs for $10 + $3 s/h.
www.hangovercure.com
888774-2760 Ext. 700
FUNDRAISING

shiny, bright & clean
by Dr. Edward Graham, D.D.S. (U.O.P. Graduate)
All Proceeds Benefit Pacific Men's Basketball

Cleanings $45.00
Bleach $125.00 (one arch)
$200.00 (both arches)

Fast fundraiser- Raise $500 in five
days! Greeks, clubs, motivated
individuals. Fast, easy- No finan
cial obligation. 1-800-862-1982
Ext. 33.
PART-TIME & WORK STUDY JOBS

Call 477-4089 Today for your appointment

polishing/bleaching on Feb. 25 only
payment: cash, credit card (visa or mastercard), or insurance

Bowman & Company Certified

Public
I uuul Accountants seeks
y
iceKS u
Division Accounting Major t
support tax activities A $ A
through April 15. Flexible hour
$8.50/hour. Contact Bunn
Moscatelli, 2431 W. March Lan
Suite 100, Stockton 95207 4 7
9771.

Safeco Corporation is a Fortun
500 financial services compan
with emphasis in the insurani
industry. It annually offel
salaried internships as well i
scholarships to qualified cand
dates. The summer internshij
focuses on providing opportun
ties to learn about insurant
claims, underwriting, loss coi
trol, marketing, and manag
ment. Resumes and cover lettel
are due this year in Card
Services by April 1st, with intel
views conducted soon after. Fc
additional information call Grc
Smith at 946-2361 or write 300
Executive Parkway, Suite 300, Sa
Ramon, CA 94583, (510) IT.
8600 or FAX 277-8636.

Resident Assistant & Community Advisor Appreciation Day
February 13, 1997
yon pr nd (he mock that yon Co thwuqhout (he yen,:
'
—
out Q/LG.&P. reticences.

iil

111

Tony St. George

Debbie Bloem

Kossi Epou

Kristy Cameron

Dave Smith

Sara Cherry

Hillary Meyer

Zaki Gad

Eric Harvie

Chris Colton

Angelica Nunez

Rhonda Greene

Chris Crichton

Mike Comb

Tracy Stewart

Danielle Hagen

Paul Friedman

Brian Dyer

Jamie Sallee

Ngoc Nguyen

Evelyn Horn

Alan Grimm

Becky Bryan

Eli Souza

Samira Sheikh

Tricia McShea

Eric Meyers

Amy Gossett

Marjorie Tillinghast

Marcy Miller

Kat Welbom

Russ Marzette

Shaun Young

Jennifer Reed

Katie Alonzo

Jason Brown

Ned Collins

Kirsten Peterson

Matt Bronaugh

Damon Fugett

Erica Selvaggio

Japi Getachew

Elizabeth Miller

Erin Kirby
Carmelita Tolentino

c•^incexehj, Office of Residential Life & Housing, Educational Activities Commitee, Division of Student Life

Classifieds

XL

u's Software and Computer
• ~^ Tn/'n-n i
;11
f service
Technicians with
pledge of DOS, Macintosh,
rtdovvs, UNIX, as well as basic
Ktronics. Contact John Luft or
%eek: !L Sorokin, 429 March Lane
ftV
tivities 67-5555.
MlfL
Rent-A-Car seeks
itbct i ,-erprise
jJJern candidates all semesters in
n- 95207. pious locations. In Stockton,
|,L- 0r NorCal contact Marylou
L^ost, 4732 Auburn Blvd., SAC
Jj41, (916) 349-8000 or FAX
1-8080. For Concord, SF, or Bay
•a, Julie
Bonnie,
2550
lonument
Blvd.,
Concord
1,24, (510) 609-6916.

Environmental
- inten cLaren/Hart
seeks
?°Pf ngineering
ft
|emporary/Part-time/On-call
I [nil, geotechnical, environmen
id ma ts chemical engineering stu
cover i nt assistant. Contact Annalise
in (Conner, HR Specialist 11101
will Khite Rock Road, Rancho
•n after ordova 95670, (916)638-3696
meal fAX 638-2842.
writer
ite 300, iderson Consulting wants carihtes for Computer Science and
engineering Summer Internship,
•turnes and data sheets by
irnary 25th, for interviews on
™ay, March 7th. Information
«sion on Wednesday Februarv
>°th, 7-9 p.m.

y

nkof_ America hiring hourly
pies/teller
positions.
Visit
'"win Village Branch, 504 W.
enjamin
Holt
location
Tiursday, February 13, 3-5 p.m.
resume for on-site interview.
Moto Xpress seeks

SS P" ^ DAH1' '•
MM

£uritvr°rf''V ServlCK *<*»
and Inventory
Control
n
control persons.
Swing and
graveyard
shifts.
ConS
547-2959

547'1479

FAX

EMCO seek part-time and fulllme technicians and engineers
for various engineer and CAD
Proiects
Contact
Richard
Ormsby 11126 Ridge Road, Sutter
22T2779685

(2°9) 223"4732 FAX

Entrepreneurial students/alums
needed to market long-distance
telephone services. Flexible
Hours. Commission with residu
als possible. Contact Lon or Lisa
at (209) 461- 6271.
Pridestaff has numerous temp
and full-time positions. Call 4776446 or visit 2800 W. March Lane
#362.
American Honda seeks materials
handlers for flexible hours.
$9/hour.
Contact
Patti
Woodward at 123 D. S. Dervin
Parkway in French Camp.
AT&T Snyder
seeks Sales
Associate to work outside sales
and events or malls. Flexible
schedule. Contact Mike Lopez, 1800-427-9666, 5250 Claremont
Avenue, Stockton 95202.
Officeteam seeks candidates for
marketing temp who knows
Excel and Word to create ads;
hotel front desk person, and vari
ous other positions. Contact Sally
(209) 476-6734 FAX 474-7152.

Phone Interviewers for Saturday
and Sunday and at least one week
night shift. Clear speaking voice
required. Contact 476-8993 M-F
after 4 p.m. and Saturday after 10
a.m., and mention UOP ad.

Spend MIHO MOW in
,,
Hot IMTZflUM!
-J

y~~V- 3/22/97-3/29/97

-{$539r Seats Still Available

FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Based on DBL Occupancy
at Hotel Costa de Oro

r-

(JUlTODflV!

Shaw Industries, the world's
largest floorcovering manufactur
er and retailer, seeks candidates
for Corporate Training Program.
Sales Management and Project
Management tracks available.
Contact Mary Ann Sasser FAX
(706) 275-2572.

Sure Travel

209) 473-7300 Behind the Hilton

what fila?

Andersen Consulting wants
resumes and personal data sheets
by February 25th , for interviews
on
Friday,
March
7th.
Information
session
on
Wednesday February 19th, 7-9
p.m.
For additional information on all
postings visit Career Services
located on the second floor of
McConchie Hall, 235 West
Stadium, Stockton, CA 95204 or
call (209) 946-2361 FAX 9462760.

p m 111m 11 m 11 m(?m j

UanwMalMariMMi

BlW .

CALL: l-800-2-C0UNaL
°™www.ciee.or\
w,ho.

.

IIIIJII

Call 946-2155 to get
your classifieds ad here

The Gallery Gifts & Things

for the/ thinly yowjutt ccav't fired/ anywheres eiie7

Body jewelry, spiked collars, etc...
Located on Miracle Mile at 1849 Pacific Ave. 937-2991

C O M P U T E R

SALES

.

SERVICE

•

KEPAI

Marketing research firm seeks

SIGMA PI

We Mean Business

the Chapter • Tuesday February i8th
at Presidents Room
;Jp'<
~
*onal Speaker • Thursday February 20th
6pm in Weber 109
^cnic
Sunday February 23rd
12:30 at American Legion Park

Don't Waste Time!
Your lime is valuable, and every minute eounts.
So don't waste your time shopping around If you're looking
lor qualified, trained and professional people to assist
you with all your computer needs, call Ralph's at 957-5555.

We Take I'ride In Our Work!

?r

ofess

For more information call 943-5837

•-J es?:ltvt?3& 'b.%

l

SOFTWARE t
COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite. C • Stockton. CA 95207 • 957-5555

ummuNE

FAHOIUTE
PACIFIC
PACIFIC

HOME IBM 00
MEN'S NCAA HOOPS
2
0

m

DCS
CALPO

WOMEN'S NCAA HOOPS
FULLERTON 00 7
p«
1

MEN'S NCAAVOUEfBALL
PACIFIC (10
W

There must be some way
to avoid doing the same thing
for the next forty years.
You'll be getting your degree from a top school. And you're ready to find a great job.
The question is: which job? And can it interest you for your whole career?
At Andersen Consulting, it's our job to help clients do what they do. Only better.
For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Part of our business is anticipating the future.
So come talk to us about yours.
Find out more about a career with Andersen Consulting.
Andersen Consulting Is an equal opportunity employer.
© 1991 Andersen Consulting, AA & Co., S.C.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

Engineering, Computer Science and Business Majors

NEXT WEDNESDAY'S THE DAY!
With all that's going on this month, don't forget to mark your calendar to meet with us and ieam first hand
about our challenges and rewards. Ybu could soon be joining recent University of die Pacific grads who are now
General Information Session:
Wednesday, February 19th 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Regents Dining Room
...in preparation for interviews on:
Friday, March 7th

Be sure to turn in your resume, transcript and completed Andersen Consulting personal data
sheet to Career Services by the Tuesday, February 25th deadline.
Find out more about us on the internet at: http://www.ac.com

Reichert
whiffs a
career-high
THE PACIFICAN

Dan Reichert struck c
career high, 16 batters and
bined, with J.D. Hardcastle
four-hitter. Pacific won its s<
consecutive game, with a 7over San Francisco in front c
fans last Saturday afterno*
Billy Hebert Field.
Reichert struck out the
four times and whiffed every
er in USF's lineup. He struc
14 straight and did not v,
batter in 8.2 innings of work
Shayne Rooney and
Niheu shared the offensive
light for the Tigers, each di
in three runs. Rooney sluggf
first home run of the seas
solo shot to left field it
fourth. Niheu cleared the
with a three-run double aft
intentional walk to *
Walker.
Reichert's strikeout total
second-best game total in "
history.

WANTED

Sports writers to co
baseball and softbi
If interested call

C. Colton at 946-21

13, 1997
^Volleyball

PtS 6 ^°U v'ew: a *,rst ,0°k at the men of volleyball

a
"Srff writer
ID
jfever there was a year for Pacific
fnS volleyball, this is the one.
U a great combination of veteran
jership and talent, this team has
potential to go anywhere,
three returning starters, Greg
tam, Sam Crosson, and Adam
o» lead the way. Along with
.•rience brought by these key
,-ers, each player brings somedifferent to the team, creating a
_.ce of skill, power, and intensity.
Wakeham, a '96 Ail-American, is
team's big gun; a player that can
[set any ball in any situation and
lost always put it away. That, plus
huge block and defensive skilly
(es him a very effective weapon
he Tiger arsenal. Look for him to
ive national honors in the '97
in as well.
Crosson brings consistency in
areas of passing, defense, and
;nse. The team's ball control and
ling is definitely their strongest
» ;
(nt, and Crosson is responsible for
h of that. Not only does Crosson
with authority, but his hitting
Is have the precision of a surgeon,
ig able to hit through, around, or
the top of any block.

«

#»

it

a1

Adam George
the spark plug
Adam
George is
ls U,e sM,k
that gets this team going. He plays
with just as much intensity in prac
tice as he would in the most impor
tant match. When asked about
George's role, teammate Crosson
stated, "Adam George is the man."
When it comes to the fifth game and
fatigue starts to set in, George will be
the one that fires this team up.
Though this team is depending
mostly on returners, it also expects a
lot from the freshmen. Veteran David
Ottenfield commented on the
importance of their contribution.
'You can look at the freshmen and
how they've played since day one,
and they've flourished. They're going
to make this team a contender."
Leading the freshmen class is
Croatian Sensation Vladimir Andric.
Andric is modest about his role one
the team, "Well, I hope I can bring
something," he said. At 6'9", he
brings a little more than just "some
thing." Andric is a very effective
blocker, a powerhouse of a hitter,
and, despite his size, one of the best
passers on the team. He and Crosson
compliment each other perfectly,
and as a passing unit, are right up
there with anyone else in the nation.
Another freshman who will be called
to step up this year is Darryl Dilmore.

ALTON'S CORNER

I ICOLTON
at I >rts Editor

II The men's basketball team has
playing well as of late, but
fat about the women? On their
P nomestand, they won 2 games
P there were less than 500 peor 1 each game. Why? The
f15 that do attend are brutal
|
'he refs. I heard several
8s I can't repeat, but at
s the fans who do go are
fssionate...
At first, I was skeptical
ut the Marketing staff's
' to limit student seats at
L1 s,h°op games to 1000. On
" thought, its a great idea
•jL se ^ts them sell as many seat
1a h C3n anc*right now the Tigers
I "ot t'cket averaging over 5,000
1 their three home games. ..

IOP
PORTS
UOGER

rj,.

The baseball team is playing well
right now, but who knows? Their
games are at Billy Hebert Field and
students can't really get out there on
a regular basis. I say, get an on-campus field. Bill Simoni Field, where
the softball team plays, is nice. Any
reason it couldn't convert for
baseball? If not, how about
converting Stagg Stadium?...
Fans at men's hoop
games have been great lately,
but we need to be louder. So
many times, I can hear a pin
drop. The last 8 mins. of
Sunday's game vs. Nevada
were tremendous. Michael
Olowokandi said, "The crowd
definitely helped us." Make some
noise!...
Thursday's game is on ESPN at 9
p.m. There could UOP fans at the
game, keep your eyes on the screen.

NCAA
MEN'S
B-BALL

Dilmore came all the way .
from
Florida to play at UOP, and he has
the potential to make a difference,
this year and for years to come.
The future of this team may be in
the hand's of Kealii Alexander, this
year's setter. With the graduation of
Russell Gan, the most prolific setter
in Pacific history, Alexander has
some large shoes to fill. With a very
shallow bench as far as setting goes,
this position is Pacific's weak point,
but Assistant Coach Jo Coronel is
very confident in Alexander's ability
to lead this team. "It's just a matter of
time," he said. The ability for them to
gel as a team will be the hardest's

,

,

.

.

.

,
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"
obstacle for the Tigers, just as it is for
any team.
Pacific Men's volleyball has come
a long way, going from a club sport
to a number seven national ranking
in less that five years. Head Coach
Joe Wortman has a very optimistic
outlook on the season. He still keeps
things in perspective, though, saying
that what they can accomplish "...
remains to be seen." Coronel added,
"Before, it was just seeing if we could
play with the big boys; and now, we
are the big boys. We have to prove it
to everyone and ourselves."
This year looks to be the one that
finally makes a name for Pacific.

P h o t o s w e r e c o n t r i b u t e d b yt h e H o c k e y T e a m

Tiger hockey is alive and well at Oak Park Ice Arena in Stockton.

Pacific Ice Hockey

J

Three home games left
THE PACIFICAN
The Pacific Ice Hockey team is enjoying a progressive season
with a 4-4 record. The team has been playing well as of late, recent
ly defeating Orange Coast College 3-1, the defending champion and
a team the Tigers had never beaten.
The team has three home games remaining. They play at the
Oak Park Ice Arena on Alpine St. in Stockton. Its a cool place to see
a fight, er, um, a hockey game.
Its the most fun you can have for under five dollars (Students
$3).

UOP
UTAH STATE

REMAINING HOME GAMES
Sat. Feb. 15 vs. San Jose St. 10:15 p.m.
Fri. Feb. 28 vs. Moorpark 10:15 p.m.
Sat. Mar. 1 vs. Palmer 10:15 p.m.
Call (209) 952-2253

77
71

UOP
NEVADA

63
60

!)
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Sports

Colton
Sports Editor
246-2II5

Home court heroes win

Scott Kauf"

Corey Anders attempts a jump shot in Thursday's game against Utah State.

Clawing to stay on top
* C. COLTON
Sports Editor
Not even a six-point play, nor a
screaming coach at mid-court, nor a
17-point comeback were enough to
keep the Tigers from handing over a
sure thing.
Pacific defeated Utah State 7771 in OT last Thursday in front of a
raucous Spanos Center crowd who
saw two first place teams fight to
the finish. The Tigers improved
their record to 17-2 overall and 8-1
in the Big West Conference,
- Western Division.
"To get this overtime win was a
good character check for our guys,"
said Coach Bob Thomason.
"Without (injured center) Mike
(Olowokandi) in there...we're not as
powerful rebounding the ball."
Olowokandi did not even suit up
because of his knee injury (REA
SON).
The game had a little bit of
everything: Utah State Coach Larry
Eustachy charged the court after
one of his players was whistled for
throwing Tiger forward Tim
* Nordahl to the ground. Eustachy
lost his cool, ran onto the court to
argue, and was immediately slapped
with a technical foul, resulting in
two Tiger free throws and the ball.
Later in the game, a six-point
play occurred when, as Utah State
was shooting the second of two free

throws, Vic Trierweiler intentional
ly fouled an Aggie player, allowing
them to make two more free
throws. Utah State stole the Tigers
next possession and then scored on
a lay-up to cap the six-point play.
Just like that the Tigers' lead had
been halved, from 12 to six with
7:57 to play.
"You don't see them too much,"
said Tigers' swingman Corey
Anders, of the six-point play. "It's
frustrating and we lost a little
momentum."
The Tigers lost more than a lit
tle momentum. Before the rare sixpoint play, the Tigers had a 17point lead at the 9:40 mark and
looked as if they might run away
with the contest.
The lead was only three (59-56)
with 3:50 to play in regulation, the
Aggies kept fighting for their lives
as they hit a desperation trey with
:06 seconds to tie the game at 64
and send it to overtime. The Tigers'
last effort was a three-point attempt
at the buzzer by Mark Boelter that
just missed.
Boelter, ironically, began the
scoring in OT by knocking down a
huge three just 16 seconds into the
extra frame.
"We wanted to come out and be
the aggressor first," said Boelter,
"and keep them on their heels."
Boelter hit six threes and fin
ished with 23 points.

Rayne Mahaffey scraps for a loose ball during Sunday's hard-fought game.

Tigers turn it on for TV
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
Lately, the Tigers have been
keeping fans on the edge of their
seats with close games, so why
should that change for a regional
ly broadcast game on live televi
sion?
It didn't, as the hoop squad
beat tough Big West foe, nipping
Nevada 63-60, at home in front of
5,035 and thousands who watched
from seven different cities, includ
ing the Sacramento/Stockton area.
Perhaps, a bigger deal than the
TV cameras, was the return of 7-0
center Michael Olowokandi, after
being sidelined for seven games
with a knee injury. Olowokandi
did not start, but entered the game
at the 10:41 mark and received a
standing ovation.
"During warm-ups, I was a lit
tle bit nervous," said the junior
post man, "but once I got into the
game it was back to the 'good old
days.'" The big man's presence was
much needed and he played a
tenacious defense.
The Tigers and the Wolf Pack
traded baskets throughout much
of the game. In the first half,
Nevada pulled ahead by six with
6:30 remaining, but the Tigers
quickly got their act together and
went into the half with a onepoint lead 30-29.

The second half saw mud
the same see-sawing that occui
in the first twenty minutes. Lot
lead changes and ties. The crc
really started to get into the g:
at about the 8:00 mark with a
50 tie.
With 4:08 to play, Nevada
up 58-54, but the Tigers c;
through. Corey Anders crashed
offensive boards and put up a
up. He was fouled as he made
basket and proceeded to hit
free throw to cut the Wolf]
lead to 58-57.
d
f
Olowokandi forced Nev
forward Faron Hand to turn
ball over which would enable
Tigers to make the go-ahead
throws after a foul on An
stopped play.
"I thought our rebounding
a lot better," said Coach
Thomason. "Olowokandi w
factor when he got in."
Olowokandi finished
eight points off the bench.
Boelter and Rayne Mahaffey
14 each to go, with Anders
seven boards, as the Tigers u]
their record to 18-2 overall ar
1 in the Big West Conference
Tigers' next two games are oi
road, which includes Tlu11
night's game at the Santa »a^
Thunderdome vs. UCSB on
at 9 p.m.

